LOGISTICS CLUSTER OPERATION OVERVIEW

322 transported trucks
8564 pallets
INTO THE GAZA STRIP

32% PA
32% NGO
1% UN
35% PRIVATE DONATIONS

ORGANISATION TYPE

48 ORGANIZATIONS

2156 FOOD
3347 WASH & HEALTH
3061 SHELTER

WAREHOUSE CAPACITY

800 m² MIDDLE AREA / GAZA CITY
600 m² KHAN YUNIS
450 m² RAFAH & REFUGEE CAMP (450 m²)
1,890 m² total warehouse capacity

HTTP://LOGCLUSTER.ORG/GPS/GAZA14AA

The Logistics Cluster is led by

The designations employed and the presentation of the material on the maps do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.

Information represented in this document is based on the most accurate data currently available from the Field Logistics Cluster staff supporting the emergency response operation. It may be revised or updated as new, or more complete data becomes available.